A Guide to Planting
Hedges
So you’ve decided you want to add hedges to your landscape or garden, great but that
truly is only the beginning. In order to make your hedges grow well and stay healthy,
there are a few pointers you need to bear in mind and to apply when planting.
Hedges are great at providing many different attributes to a garden from acting as a
boundary border, to keeping intruders out and improving privacy. They are also great at
providing shelter and nutrients to wildlife in the colder months, let alone making a
fantastic feature, something to attract the eye towards or as a special feature the
surrounding garden leads to.
There are many hedges to choose from, so getting the right one for your design and
needs is crucial.
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Different types of hedging

As with the many different purposes hedging can fulfil, they come in a variety of root types.
There are four main types you can buy which are:
Rootballed, bare root, pot grown and instant hedging.

Rootballed
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Rootballed hedging is great at
creating the instant impact of
a hedge that is already well
established, meaning you don’t
have to wait years for younger
plants to grow.
They tend to be bushier and larger
in size compared to other root
types.
A rootballing machine will lift
the plants out of the ground,
keeping soil and immediate root
system attached, and then
wrapping it in hessian to help
retain the soil, keeping the roots
protected too. Leave the protective
hessian on when you plant, it will
rot away as the new roots emerge.
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Bare Root
Bare root hedging plants
are the traditional way of
establishing a new hedge.
A machine lifts them from
the ground with as many
roots as possible, with the
soil being shaken off.
Bare root hedging plants
are very economical, great
if you need a lot of them.
Delivery and planting of
bare root hedging plants
can ONLY be carried out
when they are dormant in
winter, usually November April.
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Pot Grown
These are usually available all
year to buy and can help bring
your design to life in an instant.
You do have to bear in mind
however that each hedge has a
different planting need, so
depending on the type of hedge
you buy, will depend how you
plant them, no matter if they are
in a pot or not.
Pot grown plants are usually
sold in a range of sizes from
starter plants in small 9cm pots
through to large specimens for
instant effect.
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Instant Hedging
Perhaps you have hedges in mind, but you don’t want to wait for
them to grow, you’d rather have the feature you want here and
now, then instant hedging is for you. There are three types of
instant hedging that you can normally choose from, these
include;
Hedgebags, troughs and hedging elements.
Troughs are the most cost effective option as they contain young
plants that can be bent and cut into the lines of any shape or
design you desire.
Hedgebags are for larger and more mature plants that can
produce a higher level of privacy at any time of year.
Hedging elements come straight from a field they have been
growing in and have been trimmed into shape for the past few
years that they have been growing. They provide an instant show
garden, manicured look.
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Prepping for your new hedge
There are many factors to consider when choosing and planting a new
hedge. Firstly you have to decide what hedge you would like and whether it
will suit your garden and soil time.

Soil type
Soil type is important to consider as
some hedges are picky about where
they reside, whereas others aren’t.
There are many different soil types
found across the country, some can be
chalk, clay, sandy, silty, and limey.
Some soils are moist and others can
be dry or even water logged, resulting
in poor drainage.
Again all plants are different and prefer
one to the other, some can’t even grow
at all in a specific type of soil.
Once you have found the plant for your
type of soil, you then have to think
about whether the site you would like
to plant it is a good spot for the plant.
Some hedges love to get as much sun
as possible, where others prefer to be
in complete shade. Most plants like to
have partial sunlight and partial shade
available to them.
By thinking about these aspects before
you purchase your hedge, you are
allowing your new suitable hedge to
get off to a good start in its life.
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Prepping your site
Before your new hedge arrives you’ll need to prepare the site where you wish
to plant it. By preparing the area ahead of time most of the work will already
be done, allowing you to plant as quickly as possible after delivery. This is a
very important part of a successful establishment.
This area will need clearing, making sure it is clear of debris, weeds and other
roots, so it can thrive and grow to the desired height and width you want.
Start preparing individual holes or a trench, remembering to make it deep
enough for all the roots to be covered and for it to stand solid in the ground (it
won’t fall over) once the soil has been placed back and firmed in.
Remember to water well after planting your new hedge (they can dry out, even
in winter) and any root grow to help it grow and improve the structure of the
soil.
If your site is of heavy clay in nature, when preparing the ground, don’t create
a solid basin at the bottom of the hole - this will cause water to pool there and
not drain away as necessary, this could be harmful to your hedge’s roots.
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Before placing your hedge in it’s hole, make sure the plants are well watered
(bare root hedging plants can stand in water for up to an hour but no longer).
Next carefully spread out the roots, making sure the hole you have dug is
deep enough for all the roots to be covered when the soil is replaced.
Now you need to work the soil into the roots, giving them that much needed
contact with the soil. Finishing off with the heel of your foot to firmly but gently
settle them.
Finally, add about three inches in thickness of mulch to the top soil to help
provide the roots with nutrients and to avoid weeds from growing there.
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By preparing the site for your hedges in advance means the soil
can settle down and will work more easily with you when you
come to planting.
If you are planting more than one hedge to create a row of
hedging, then you’ll have a larger area to cover, and more
measurements to workout.
Remember to consider the amount of space between each plant
so they can grow without constricting other plants and
remember to measure the distance between rows if you are
doubling up to make thicker and a more dense hedge.
You want to give your hedge the best start and enough space
for it to grow to the size you desire.
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How to care for your hedge
once planted.
The first year of your plants being planted in their new site, is their most
crucial year, so extra care and attention needs to be paid to them.
Make sure the area where your newly planted hedges are kept weed free
and added feed is provided throughout the year.

Watering

They need to be well watered throughout the year, including during the winter
months. Before they break out from hibernation, they must be kept moist during
the spring months as they will need water and feed to help develop their new
root system.
During the drier summer months, it is recommended to give the hedges on
average ten litres of water per square metre twice a week, more for large
evergreen plants. While it is important to give the roots a good soak in dry
weather, new evergreen hedges, in particular, will benefit from a spray of water
over their leaves in cooler evening conditions. Strong winds can dislodge new
hedges, so do check them regularly, straightening them up and re-affirming the
soil around them.
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Pruning
To keep your hedge in a healthy and well kept fashion, especially if you want it
to grow into a specific shape you desire, you’ll need to prune it, usually once a
year, especially if you want it to grow into a specific shape.
Pruning helps in the long term to maintain and encourage the bushiness and
growth of your hedge. Each species of hedge prefers to be pruned at a different
time of year, there isn’t one rule of thumb, so researching and reading the
planting instructions will help to provide you with the best information for your
particular hedge.
Typically newly planted hedges should have an initial prune within its first year
to help encourage bushy growth.

Feed
It is strongly recommended in the hedging community when planting hedges of all
types to add a feed, to improve and initiate the plant’s root structure into its new site,
enabling it to find nutrients, food and water efficiently. By adding feed when planting it
will also help the plants to become stronger and the likelihood that they will fail is
reduced.
Root grow and bone meal are both great at settling in and establishing hedges.
Bonemeal is a natural fertiliser that slowly releases and stimulates the growth of the
roots, and root grow is a native mycorrhizal fungi that forms a mutually beneficial
symbiotic relationship with your new hedge, improving its growth significantly.
Over the next few years, to give the hedge that extra helping hand, it is always a good
idea to add fertiliser to the base of the hedge to help provide it with extra nutrients.
When to add, how much and type of fertiliser to use, does depend on the hedge you
have and its age, but as a general rule, always feed your hedge in the spring just
before it starts growing.
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Accessories

Sometimes your new or existing hedge or tree may need a helping hand to
keep it stable and secure.
Evergreen hedges and trees (especially bare root plants) need protection
from the wind during their first growing and winter season. It is a good idea
to use a protective windbreak. This will help the roots to establish and to
stop them and the plant from drying out and dying.
Tree stakes and tree ties are handy to keep taller new trees growing in the
direction you want them too and to keep them stable.
If you have rabbits in your garden, it's best to use spiral guards. These will
protect the main stem from damage
There are many accessories to help aid the planting process and to look
after them during their growing phase.

By following the above instructions you will be providing your new hedge
with a great start in it’s new spot. Keep looking after it for years to come
and it will serve you well.
Happy hedging!
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